Dear brothers,
Rumours are being spread by some members of the sister
association that ADTEA representative did not attend Cadre Review
Committee’s meetings and our association is not serious about the issue,
which is totally wrong and misconceived. As a matter of fact, our association
was under protest due to the callous and indifferent attitude of officers
involved. In reality, the leaders of the other association had entered into a
secret agreement if they sign the retrograde recommendations of CRC, they
would be promoted to the post of AEs.
Earlier, the leaders of the sister association had submitted a
wrong proposal before Cadre Review Committee and on realizing their
mistake, they were demanding it back & when the authorities did not return
their representation, they withdrew their proposal from their website.
Even
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that
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they

could

not

send
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views/suggestions to the 7
CPC on or before 31‐07‐2014(last date), they

made all sorts of false excuses and are still trying to cover up their inaction and
inertia. Ultimately, they needed help of ADTEA and other associations to send
a letter dated 24/04/15 for consideration of the employees of AIR &
th
Doordarshan within the purview of the 7
CPC. They were ignorant of the fact
th
that our proposal was already considered by the 7
CPC by assigning ID No.
th
CPC L 000651 to our association and 7
CPC had already taken a decision to

consider subordinate engineering cadres within its purview due to our
th
representations forwarded by MIB and DoPT to 7
CPC.

Further, they floated another rumour that “One Cadre One Pay”
decision would be generalized only on the members of their association. You,
just imagine, is it ever possible? Can our department implement the decision of

court case only on their members leaving aside those EAs who are our
members?
So‐called leaders of the largest association have conceded their
defeat by not accepting our challenge for open competition on drafting skills.
Such leaders have acquired power and control over their association by
adopting questionable means by side tracking their front row capable leaders.
Now, being unable to run the show, they are defaming others to hide their
incapability. If we throw stone on the mud, we are likely to get our own clothes
dirty.
It is high time that the other association’s leaders should shed
their personal ego, vanity and arrogance and apologise for their earlier conduct
of indulging in negative publicity against our association on the Facebook,
Whats’App and Website in larger interest of our fraternity. In such a situation,
we will also forget our differences and pardon them, otherwise they cannot get
any achievement without our active help and man power.
We have expressed complete disagreement with the retrograde
recommendations of the Cadre Review Committee on 01/06/2015.
For details, please visit our website.

